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Abstract

We present an algorithm that approximates 2-manifold surfaces with Zometool models while preserving their topology. Zometool is

a popular hands-on mathematical modeling system used in teaching, research and for recreational model assemblies at home. This

construction system relies on a single node type with a small, fixed set of directions and only 9 different edge types in its basic

form. While being naturally well suited for modeling symmetries, various polytopes or visualizing molecular structures, the

inherent discreteness of the system poses difficult constraints on any algorithmic approach to support the modeling of freeform

shapes. We contribute a set of local, topology preserving Zome mesh modification operators enabling the efficient exploration of

the space of 2-manifold Zome models around a given input shape. Starting from a rough initial approximation, the operators are

iteratively selected within a stochastic framework guided by an energy functional measuring the quality of the approximation. We

demonstrate our approach on a number of designs and also describe parameters which are used to explore different complexities

and enable coarse approximations.

c© 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Zometool is a tangible, mathematical modeling sys-

tem not only used in various fields of science for re-

search and teaching, but also recreationally for personal

fabrication. The standard Zometool system is compact,

structured and mathematically well-thought-out. It con-

sists of 3 different edge types (or struts) each coming in

3 different lengths related by the golden ratio. The sin-

gle node type has 62 different slots (or directions) based

on 2, 3, and 5-fold symmetry axes derived from a icosa-

hedron/dodecahedron. While being limited in the sense

of having only a small, discrete set of available angles

and edges, the Zometool system allows for a very rich

set of structures.

A common Zometool application is as a teaching

aid for hands-on visualization of geometric structures

and symmetries. For the digital modeling and de-

sign of Zometool structures two software are avail-

able [1, 2], both allowing for simple point-and-click

adding of new nodes and struts, as well as modeling

of pre-defined polyhedra and exploration of, and auto-

completion based on, the system symmetries. Recently,

a first algorithmic approach dealing with Zometool for

architectural and home-fabrication scenarios was con-

tributed [3]. While panel planarity can be guaranteed

by that approach, the therein utilized surface grow-

ing approach is applicable only to disk topologies and

the run-times (several minutes to hours) hamper many

practical applications. To the best of our knowledge,

there exists no software solutions or algorithms for as-

sisting in the Zometool realization of closed freeform

surfaces of arbitrary genus. A free-styling approach

to such constructions can quickly be hampered by the

fact that, when venturing outside the known symmetries

of the system, one easily encounters situations where

there are suddenly no appropriate slots or struts avail-

able to form a certain desired connection. Thus, al-

though mathematically well-founded and beautiful, typ-
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bidden zone penalty term used in this work is just a first

step. Finally, in the future we wish to explore the design

of effective construction sequences that obey physical

constraints, such as being self-supporting, and exploit

the flexible properties of the strut material.

8. Conclusion

We devised a global approach to compute a 2-

manifold Zometool approximation of a given input

shape. Given an initial solution a set of localized mesh

modification operators are iteratively applied to improve

the approximation. All results shown are efficiently

computed in the range of minutes, demonstrating the

capabilities of the method. To our knowledge this paper

is the first to address the kind of discrete and restricted

remeshing setting implied by the Zometool system on

closed surfaces of arbitrary genus. We hope that our ap-

proach will inspire more research and applications deal-

ing with constrained construction systems such as the

Zometool system.
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